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Hospital Branding with Mobile Apps
The Definitive Guide for Healthcare Marketers
• The five building blocks of your hospital’s mobile brand
• How mobile apps can boost your marketing strategy
• Seven quick & proven use cases for branded hospital apps
• The best practices for building your hospital’s app portfolio
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Your Hospital’s Mobile Brand
As healthcare becomes more consumer-driven, hospital branding is moving into the focus of healthcare marketers and business
leaders. The recent EquiTrend study confirmed that, “in a market where benefits and costs may be similar… those companies with
strong brand equity will be well positioned to successfully differentiate themselves among competitors.“ To defend against the risk of
commoditization, your healthcare brand differentiation matters more than ever before – sometimes it’s the only thing that matters.
Any mobile strategy you design has to support your overall branding strategy. What are its key building blocks? Your organization’s
brand equity is built and measured across a pyramid of brand characteristics, starting from basic brand relevance and ending with
“higher-order” features:

1. Brand Relevance: Do I need these kinds of services?
2. Brand Performance: Are these services convenient and easy to
access?
3. Brand Image: Make-up, look and personality of your brand.
4. Consumer Perceptions: Are these services high-quality, credible
and superior to other brands? How do I feel about this brand?
5. Brand Impact: Loyalty, attachment, engagement.

BRAND IMPACT
CONSUMER PERCEPTIONS

BRAND IMAGE

As the lower-order brand features such as convenience
and ease of access are becoming expected, or
commoditized, more complex features such as brand
personality and engagement will be your organization’s key
differentiators.

BRAND PERFORMANCE

BRAND RELEVANCE

How Can Mobile Apps Support your Brand Strategy?
Your Quickest Path from Idea to App
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The Value of Branded Hospital Apps
Branded mobile apps can provide a major boost across the entire pyramid of brand equity values:
It takes 5-7 exposures for people to see and remember your marketing message. Branded apps can be a catalyst
of consistent and amplified brand experience.

With 56% of U.S. population owning smartphones, branded apps can offer timely information, education and
basic services directly from the palm of your customers‘ hand.

You can extend and augment your organization’s unique personality through your
mobile app portfolio.

Apps can set an expectation of your brand experience - modern, unified, engaging, convenient. The rule of
“placebo branding” is, higher expectations lead to a generally more positive experience.

$

Most hospitals have marketing budgets below those of organizations of comparable size in other industries.
Mobile apps can boost your brand equity in a cost-efficient way.

Your apps can become a powerful channel of two-way communication with your target audience.

Check out a couple of great examples!
Your Quickest Path from Idea to App
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How Mobile Apps Can Improve Your Brand Equity: Case Studies
The cornerstone of your hospital’s brand is its positioning and key value proposition. Both can be communicated and enhanced
via branded mobile apps.
In addition, by virtue of being always in your patients’ hands, you app can become an anchor for continuous engagement and
two-way communication.

Wake Forest Baptist Health

Tanner Urgent Care App

An elite hospital system, and one of the
top cancer facilities in the nation, WFBH
delivered a companion app for their
oncology patients. The app, which won a
WebHealth Silver Award, Communicator
Award of Distinction and an honorable
mention from Ragan’s awards in 2014,
allows users to track appointments and
medications, connect with their care team,
and even try on virtual wigs.
way communication.

Brand Differentiation:
Patient care with a human touch
Personalized care team
Friendly patient community

To improve its urgent care delivery and to
promote its brand, Tanner Health System
decided to build a mobile app for their
five Urgent Care centers.
The key piece of functionality is streaming
wait times for all facilities, to direct
potentially ER-bound patients to less
costly, more accessible care options
within their reach. In addition, customers
can search for physicians, get GPS
directions, read the news, and see all the
contact info and hours of operation from
the palm of their hand.

Brand Differentiation:

Both these apps were created by their respective providers’
Marketing teams, without writing a line of code.

Convenient, friendly service
Easier access to primary care
Reduced cost of care

Where do top U.S. hospitals stand on mobile apps?
Your Quickest Path from Idea to App
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Mobile Apps in Top U.S. Hospitals
Looking at some of the top-ranked U.S. hospitals, we cannot help but notice that many of them offer an impressive portfolio of
smartphone and tablet apps. Understanding that correlation does not imply causation, these numbers nevertheless suggest that
mobile strategy occupies an important place in the overall strategy of these top-performing hospital brands.
Rank

Hospital

US News & Report
Ranking Points*

Total Apps

iOS

Android

iOS

Android

Patient
Satisfaction**

Phone Apps

Tablet Apps

1

Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minn.

29

26

10

9

7

0

86%

2

Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston

28

17

15

2

0

0

81%

3

Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore

26

22

8

7

7

0

83%

4

Cleveland Clinic

26

27

12

8

7

0

84%

5

UCLA Medical Center, Los Angeles

23

5

3

2

0

0

75%

6

New York-Presbyterian University Hospital of
Columbia and Cornell, N.Y.

22

3

1

1

1

0

74%

7

Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia

19

0

0

0

0

0

75%

8

UCSF Medical Center, San Francisco

17

15

15

9

2

0

78%

9

Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Boston

15

0

0

0

0

0

82%

10

Northwestern Memorial Hospital, Chicago

13

0

0

0

0

0

75%

11

University of Washington

12

2

2

1

1

0

79%

12

Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, Los Angeles

11

2

2

1

1

0

78%

13

UPMC-University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

11

11

6

4

1

0

68%

14

Duke University Medical Center, Durham, N.C.

11

0

0

0

0

0

77%

15

NYU Langone Medical Center, New York

10

3

1

1

1

0

71%

16

Mt Sinai Hospital

10

4

1

1

2

0

66%

* US News and World Report Best Hospitals 2014-15
** HCHAPS scores 2014 – Medicare.gov Hospital Compare

Top 7 apps launched by our hospital customers
Your Quickest Path from Idea to App
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Seven Quick and Proven Use Cases for Branded Hospital Apps
A successful hospital app starts with a great use case. The best use cases are trim, focused, and 100% useful. Your app should
provide a valuable mobile service and become a constant mobile companion for your patient. On top of that, your app is the
extension of your hospital’s personality. There are unique ways a mobile app can enhance it!
We have put together seven of our clients’ best branded apps – many of them winners of multiple marketing awards.

1. General Hospital App
Key Functionality
Search for the nearest hospital
Get GPS directions
Find a physician in the system
Request appointment or refer to others
Learn about conditions and treatments
Read the news and get announcements

UCLA Health app
• Incorporated existing native functionality as a
seamless plugin via MobileSmith platform extensions
• Built without writing a line of code
• Deployed natively to iOS and Android

Your Quickest Path from Idea to App
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2. Wayfinding Hospital App

3. Outpatient Care/Cancer care

Key Functionality
Powered by Proximity Beacons
Easy wayfinding throughout all facilities
Locate nearest facility and get directions
Get dynamic wait times for all ER centers
Find physicians and tap-to-call a doctor
Connect with social media

Use Beacons to Add Some Personality!
Proximity beacons, offered by companies such
as Gimbal, are small, energy-efficient Bluetooth
devices that can become aware of your app user’s
location nearby. Placing beacons at various points
around your buildings can give your hospital a new
way of assisting wayward visitors.
Beacons offer a great potential for injecting some
personality into your mobile app and brightening
up the place. Use humor in your push notifications
and cheer up your patients while helping them to
find their way around!

Your Quickest Path from Idea to App

Key Functionality
How do I feel today?
Appointments and medications
Select and save “My Care Team”
Connect with patient support groups
Tour the treatment facility
Virtual wig gallery
Music feature
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4. Branded Wellness App

5. Branded Pregnancy App

Key Functionality
Set and track your wellness goals
“My Food Mood” today
Connect with a dietitian
Advice on diet and exercise
Healthy recipes and cooking classes
Local wellness resources

Healthy Living wellness app by
Henry County Health Center
• Custom-built in 8 weeks by a web
administrator, with zero coding
• Bronze winner of the 2013 Web Health
Awards
• The app inspired the creation of a Healthy
Lifestyle Department at HCHC

The Gift of Motherhood
by Customized Communications
Key Functionality
Interactive pregnancy calendar
Educational content on pregnancy, birth, postpartum and newborn care
3D Animated Videos and daily journal
Contraction timer

Your Quickest Path from Idea to App
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6. Branded Urgent Care App

Key Functionality
Find the nearest Urgent Care center
Dynamic wait times for all UC centers
Search for physicians
Get GPS directions from your location
Contacts, hours, and tap-to-call
Follow news, get announcements
Streaming XML data integration with wait
times database

7. Doctor Referral App

Key Functionality
Physician profiles – include photos, credentials, and
publications
Physician lookup – search for physicians by zip code,
gender, medical specialty, or insurance provider
Request appointment – One-tap contact to schedule
appointments with physician profiles
MobileSmith offers a customizable portfolio of proven hospital apps
that can be quickly re-skinned for your organization. Learn more

Your Quickest Path from Idea to App
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The Best Practices for Creating Amazing Hospital Apps
Identify Your Target Audience: An app that does everything for everyone is likely to be diluted and difficult to navigate.
Diluted apps are not user-friendly!
Do Your Research: Understand what functions your target audience will enthusiastically embrace in a mobile app, vs. a
mobile website or online portal.
Decentralize: Organic, simultaneous, multi-dimensional brand strategy creates the most efficient and dynamic messaging.
Likewise, organic, bottom-up mobile app creation can do wonders for your patient engagement. Do not bottle-neck your
app projects through one department!
Empower Stakeholders: Great mobile ideas pop up among creative, dynamic teams of marketing and line-of-business
professionals. Give them easy-to-use app prototyping tools!
Test Your App Thoroughly: Over 90% of apps are abandoned due to poor navigation or inferior performance. Testing your
app prototype on real devices, with a real focus group, is paramount!
Think Multi-App Strategy: With the right positioning, multiple targeted apps can reach your audiences more efficiently than
one general app. Also, this will allow you to decentralize app management!

v3.1.2

Think Versioning: Start designing a versioning strategy even before you start building your app. As time goes on, your app
should be ready to accommodate the evolving needs of your patients. Mobile real estate is valuable – once you claim it, you
will need tools to help you keep it!
Have fun! With a bit of imagination and humor, mobile apps can be a boost for your brand image - and great fun for your
team and your patients!

Your Quickest Path from Idea to App
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Ready to Get Started on your Branded Hospital App?
Transforming your hospital’s branding with mobile apps has never been easier! With the
MobileSmith platform, you can quickly launch an engaging portfolio of customized, native
apps for all major mobile platforms – without waiting for your IT, or hiring costly developers.

Request a demo of our Platform today,
and have your app in the app stores within weeks!
MobileSmith, Inc.
5400 Trinity Road, Suite 208
Raleigh, North Carolina 27607
800.578.9000 | sales@mobilesmith.com
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